Baldwin 50hp Lamp Kit Instructions
Kit contents:
1 x 3D printed lamp lens
1 x 3D printed lamp body
1 x 3D printed lamp stand
1 x 3D printed lamp stand base
1 x 3mm warm white LED (3V)
1 x red wire (approx. 150mm)
1 x black wire (approx. 150mm)
1 x 1.5mm heatshrink (approx. 20mm)
1 x 2.5mm heatshrink (approx. 40mm)

Tools required:
Soldering iron
Solder
Wire strippers/cutters
Needle nose pliers
Modelling file
Super glue (or equivalent)

Notes:
Read through all the instructions before starting.
We advise painting the lamp body and stand either before Step 1, or after bending the LED legs in Step 2.
The parts should be sprayed with plastic primer before adding the top coat of your choice.

Step 1: Assemble the Lamp Stand
For this you will need the Lamp Stand and Lamp Stand Base, shown in the picture.
The lug on the bottom of the stand fits into the hole in the stand base. The lug will require a little filling
to make it perfectly round, alternatively you may enlarge the hole in the stand base.
Glue the 2 parts together to create the assembled stand shown in the picture on the left.

Step 2: Bend the LED legs
This is the hardest part of the build. The LED legs must be bent into a “U-bend” shape, this enables
the LED legs to come out of the hole on the back of the lamp body.
The legs should be bent at the same time and, as a rough guide, the base of the “U-bend” should be
2-3mm from the base of the LED. Wrapping the legs around the end of a pair of needle nose pliers is
usually about right for the curve. I would strongly suggest test fitting the LED into the lamp lens at this
point.
No part of the LED should be outside the edge of the lens.
Now straighten out the legs roughly in line with the base of the LED. You can also sit the LED into the
lamp body and make sure the legs are the right height to fit out of the hole in the back of the lamp body.
Step 3: Add the black wire
* DO NOT cut the short leg*
Solder the black wire onto the short leg of the LED (Negative).

Step 4: Add the red wire
Cut down the long LED leg to just above the solder join of the black wire and short LED leg.
Solder the red wire on to the now shorter leg. The solder joins shouldn’t overlap, as shown
in the picture.
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Step 4: Cover the red wire
Slide the 1.5mm heatshrink over red wire joint.
Push the heatshrink as far up to the base of the LED as possible before shrinking it.
This ensures the LED legs don’t touch as they are pushed together when fitted into
the lamp body.
Step 5: Test fitting
Test that the wires fit nicely through the hole in the back of the lamp body. The LED should go all the way to the back of the
lamp body. If they get stuck anywhere then file the hole a little to ensure they pass through with no resistance.
Step 6: Fitting the LED
Push the 2.5mm heatshrink through the hole in the back of the lamp body.
Leave most of the length of heatshrink out of the back of the lamp body.
Then pull the wires through the heatshrink, ensuring the heatshrink is pushed
as far up to the LED base as possible. If it gets very tight at any point then you
may need to take it all out and open out the hole in the back of the lamp body
a little.
Once you are happy with the fit, pull the whole
thing back so that the LED is against the back of
the lamp body.

Step 7: Fit the lens
The lens will require a small amount of filing on the top and bottom to
fit snuggly into the lamp body.
The lens only goes all the way in if it’s in the correct orientation, the
LED must also be in the correct orientation. The 2 pictures on the right
show the correct orientations.
Push the lens into the lamp, it should fit in flush with the front of the lamp body.
If it’s a tight enough fit then you likely won’t need to glue it in.

Step 8: Final assembly
The only thing left to do it attach the stand assembled in Step 1, to the lamp body.
The lugs on the lamp stand fit into the holes on the side of the lamp body. Pushing
the stand on from the bottom of the lamp is best, the arms of the stand will flex
apart a little but shouldn’t break.
Step 9: Attaching to your loco
To attach the lamp to you loco you will need to drill a 3mm hole for the heatshrink to fit through.
The real thing had a wire out of the back in a similar fashion so just bend the wires down towards
the base of the lamp.
The LED requires a constant 3V supply with a suitable current limiting resistor. The resistor depends
on what voltage you supply so use the following link for assistance: http://led.linear1.org/1led.wiz.
Forward voltage: 3V, Forward Current: 20mA
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